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OVER 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD #1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLING SERIES "Compelling at every turn! The Girl in
the Ice grabs us from the first page and simply won't let go." --Jeffery Deaver, #1 internationally bestselling author Her eyes are
wide open. Her lips parted as if to speak. Her dead body frozen in the ice...She is not the only one. When a young boy discovers
the body of a woman beneath a thick sheet of ice in a South London park, Detective Erika Foster is called in to lead the murder
investigation. The victim, a beautiful young socialite, appeared to have the perfect life. Yet when Erika begins to dig deeper, she
starts to connect the dots between the murder and the killings of three prostitutes, all found strangled, hands bound and dumped in
water around London. What dark secrets is the girl in the ice hiding? As Erika inches closer to uncovering the truth, the killer is
closing in on Erika. The last investigation Erika led went badly wrong... resulting in the death of her husband. With her career
hanging by a thread, Erika must now battle her own personal demons as well as a killer more deadly than any she's faced before.
But will she get to him before he strikes again? "A riveting page-turner. An astonishingly good plot with perfectly drawn characters
and sharp, detailed writing. The Girl in the Ice is a winner." --Robert Dugoni, #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author
Tales of Dune collects eight of Herbert and Anderson's Dune short stories, ranging from the period of the Butlerian Jihad, to the
time of young Paul Atreides, to a story set during the events of the novel Dune, to the very end of Frank Herbert's future history.
Classic works of speculative fiction from the earliest masters of the genre. Classic Science Fiction includes nine stories from
masters of early science fiction: H. G. Wells, Jules Verne, H. P. Lovecraft, Edgar Allen Poe, Jack London, Fitz James O’Brien,
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, and Stanley G. Weinbaum. The exploration of new concepts and technologies has driven the genre
since its earliest days, and these works demonstrate how science fiction evolved to encompass not only speculative science but
also humanity’s role in the universe.
A finalist for the prestigious Carnegie Medal, this novel is a stunning tribute to fathers and daughters, and to the unique power of
art to connect and change us. Sixteen-year-old Iris itches constantly for the strike of a match. But when she’s caught setting one
too many fires, she’s dragged away to London before she can get arrested. At least, that’s the story her mother tells. Soon Iris
finds herself in the English countryside, where her millionaire father—a man she’s never met—lives. Though not for very much
longer. Iris’s father is dying, and her self-interested mother is determined to claim his life’s fortune, including his priceless art
collection. Forced to live with him as part of an exploitive scheme, Iris quickly realizes her father is far different from the man she’s
been schooled to hate, and everything she thought she knew—about her father and herself—is suddenly unclear. But there may be
hidden beauty in Iris’s uncertain past and hopeful future, if only she can see beyond the flames. Praise for Fire Color One: "It’s
not often—in fact, it has never happened to me even once—that I fall so hard for a young arsonist. The book moves swiftly,
alternating between comedy and sadness, sometimes in the same paragraph. I loved Fire Color One." —Daniel Wallace, critically
acclaimed and bestselling author of Big Fish * "Valentine writes about family dysfunction, arson, and art with equal levels of beauty
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and lyricism, creating a vivid landscape of heartache and redemption....A story about an ugly situation that explodes into beauty
through cunning and resilience." —Kirkus *STARRED* * "From the first page to the last, Valentine has crafted a masterpiece."
—BCCB *STARRED* "[T]his is a poignant story about the power of art to connect and transform." —SLJ "Beautifully written...a quiet,
reflective novel that blooms into a thrilling mystery." —Booklist "Fire Color One is a stunning journey of a teenage girl’s struggle to
find her place in a world that tries its hardest to keep her out....For fans of stories in which the good guys prevail, this book is
perfect." —VOYA "Wise, brilliantly plotted." —The Sunday Times "Beautifully written...this latest creation is her most spectacular
yet." —The Guardian Children's Books review “A beautifully written, darkly funny and surprisingly poignant story of art, family and
discovering the people we thought we knew.” —Kerry Kletter, critically acclaimed author of The First Time She Drowned Praise for
Me, the Missing, and the Dead: A Morris Award finalist Winner of the Guardian Children's Fiction Prize (under title Finding Violet
Park) * “Compulsively readable. A memorable new voice.” —Publishers Weekly *STARRED* * “Lucas’ pitch-perfect voice and
authentic family relationships...and the poignant, coming-of-age mystery will stay with the reader long after the book ends.
Valentine’s debut novel shines richly.” —Booklist *STARRED* * “Engaging from start to finish.” —School Library Journal
*STARRED* “An impressive debut. Valentine offers a rich cast of characters and marvelous writing.” —Buffalo News “Charmingly
told, this mystery manages to be both frothy and nourishing.” —Kirkus
This special boxed set includes the New York Times bestselling author Ann Leckie's complete Hugo, Nebula, Arthur C. Clarke,
and Locus Award-winning Ancillary space opera trilogy. On a remote, icy planet, the soldier known as Breq is drawing closer to
completing her quest. Breq is both more than she seems and less than she was. Years ago, she was the Justice of Toren-- a
colossal starship with an artificial intelligence linking thousands of corpse soldiers in the service of the Radch, the empire that
conquered the galaxy. An act of treachery has ripped it all away, leaving her with only one fragile human body. And only one
purpose-- to revenge herself on Anaander Mianaai, many-bodied, near-immortal Lord of the Radch. The Ancillary TrilogyAncillary
Justice Ancillary Sword Ancillary Mercy For more from Ann Leckie, check out:Provenance
An unmissable collection of eight unconventional and captivating short stories for young and adult learners. "I love Olly's work and you will too!" - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short Stories in Italian for
Beginners has been written especially for students from beginner to intermediate level, designed to give a sense of achievement,
and most importantly - enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on the Common European Framework of Reference, these eight captivating
stories will both entertain you, and give you a feeling of progress when reading. What does this book give you? · Eight stories in a
variety of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to history and thriller - making reading fun, while you learn a wide range
of new vocabulary · Controlled language at your level, including the 1000 most frequent words, to help you progress confidently ·
Authentic spoken dialogues, to help you learn conversational expressions and improve your speaking ability · Pleasure! It's much
easier to learn a new language when you're having fun, and research shows that if you're enjoying reading in a foreign language,
you won't experience the usual feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't understand!' · Accessible grammar so you learn new
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structures naturally, in a stress-free way Carefully curated to make learning a new language easy, these stories include key
features that will support and consolidate your progress, including · A glossary for bolded words in each text · A bilingual word list ·
Full plot summary · Comprehension questions after each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus on enjoying reading,
delighting in your improved range of vocabulary and grasp of the language, without ever feeling overwhelmed or frustrated. From
science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short Stories in Italian for Beginners will make learning Italian easy and enjoyable.
Perfect for longtime fans and new readers alike—this eBook collection includes all six original novels in the Dune Saga written by
Frank Herbert. DUNE IS NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya,
Jason Momoa, Rebecca Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Josh Brolin, Stellan Skarsgård, Dave Bautista, David Dastmalchian, Stephen
McKinley Henderson, Chang Chen, Sharon Duncan-Brewster, Charlotte Rampling, and Javier Bardem. In the far future, on a
remote planet, an epic adventure awaits. Here are the first six novels of Frank Herbert’s magnificent Dune saga—a triumph of the
imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction series of all time. The Dune Saga begins on the desert planet Arrakis with
the story of the boy Paul Atreides—who would become known as Muad’Dib—and of a great family’s ambition to bring to fruition
humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream.... Includes Books 1 - 6: DUNE • DUNE MESSIAH • CHILDREN OF DUNE •
GOD EMPEROR OF DUNE • HERETICS OF DUNE • CHAPTERHOUSE: DUNE
Book Four in the Magnificent Dune Chronicles--the Bestselling Science Fiction Adventure of All Time Millennia have passed on
Arrakis, and the once-desert planet is green with life. Leto Atreides, the son of the world's savior, the Emperor Paul Muad'Dib, is
still alive but far from human. To preserve humanity's future, he sacrificed his own by merging with a sandworm, granting him near
immortality as God Emperor of Dune for the past thirty-five hundred years. Leto's rule is not a benevolent one. His transformation
has made not only his appearance but his morality inhuman. A rebellion, led by Siona, a member of the Atreides family, has risen
to oppose the despot's rule. But Siona is unaware that Leto's vision of a Golden Path for humanity requires her to fulfill a destiny
she never wanted--or could possibly conceive....
The ceremonious protocol of the Yills was impressive, colorful, and, in the long run, deadly! It was up to Jame Retief to figure out
how to respond to the Yill's overtures in the correct manner; all the while keeping his superiors from making a deadly mistake. Only
one man could think quickly enough to get the job done!
Controversy arises over the Diaspora Project, a program designed to carry ten thousand men and women to a new life outside the
solar system, and the Homeworld movement, led by the mysterious Jeremiah, threatens to stop it no matter what the cost. Reprint.
Read What You've Been Missing! This profusely illustrated video consumer guide is a must for all fans & collectors of Horror,
Science Fiction & Fantasy films on tape & disc. A companion to the popular VIDEO WATCHDOG Magazine, THE VIDEO
WATCHDOG BOOK contains witty & informative descriptions of 100s of titles, including out-of-print rarities, alternate versions,
foreign language & import releases, continuity errors... even detailed descriptions of missing (& censored) scenes! Written by
video authority Tim Lucas, whose work has appeared in numerous books & magazines in the United States & Europe. Also
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includes an indispensible list of more than 650 retitled videos, a book index, plus a complete index to the first 12 issues of VIDEO
WATCHDOG Magazine! Features a Foreword by cult Director Joe Dante (GREMLINS, THE HOWLING), a striking full-color cover
by Stephen R. Bissette (SWAMP THING), & spot illustrations by Brian Thomas (TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES). Here's
what the experts say about VIDEO WATCHDOG: "Fascinating... the best effort of its kind I've seen!"--Vincent Price. "A thorough,
accurate, & knowledgeable source that's as good as anything I've read!"--Christopher Lee. "Intriguing, thought-provoking, &
marvelously obsessive!--USA TODAY.
Do you know what the hardest thing for an Italian learner is? Finding PROPER reading material that they can handle...which is
precisely the reason we've written this book! Teachers love giving out tough, expert-level literature to their students, books that
present many new problems to the reader and force them to search for words in a dictionary every five minutes -- it's not
entertaining, useful or motivating for the student at all, and many soon give up on learning at all! In this book we have compiled 20
easy-to-read, compelling and fun stories that will allow you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to improve your
grasp of the wonderful Italian tongue. How Italian Short Stories for Beginners works: Each story will involve an important lesson of
the tools in the Italian language (Verbs, Adjectives, Past Tense, Giving Directions, and more), involving an interesting and
entertaining story with realistic dialogues and day-to-day situations. The summaries follow a synopsis in Italian and in English of
what you just read, both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what the tale was about. At the end of those
summaries, you'll be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary involved in the lesson, as well as slang and sayings that
you may not have understood at first glance! Finally, you'll be provided with a set of tricky questions in Italian, providing you with
the chance to prove that you learned something in the story. Don't worry if you don't know the answer to any -- we will provide
them immediately after, but no cheating! So look no further! Pick up your copy of Italian Short Stories for Beginners and start
learning Italian right now!
Jerry Cornelius is a scientist, a rock star, and an assassin. He is the hippest adventurer of them all: tripping through a pop art
nightmare in which kidnappings, murder, sex and drugs are a daily occurrence. Along with his savvy and ruthless partner-in-chaos,
Miss Brunner, Cornelius is on a mission to control a revolutionary code for creating the ultimate human being, a modern messiah—
the final programme. The first book in the Cornelius Quartet is the groundbreaking introduction to the misadventures and
vendettas of Jerry Cornelius, one of modern literature’s most distinctive characters, the product of a bewildering post-modern
culture, and an inspiration for generations of characters since.
Bestselling author Kimberly Belle is back with a “domestic thriller [that] will keep you reading into the wee hours of the night.”
—Redbook "Fans of Gone Girl and The Girl on the Train will eat up Kimberly Belle's latest novel."—Bookreporter Everyone has
secrets… Iris and Will have been married for seven years, and life is as close to perfect as it can be. But on the morning Will flies
out for a business trip to Florida, Iris's happy world comes to an abrupt halt: another plane headed for Seattle has crashed into a
field, killing everyone on board and, according to the airline, Will was one of the passengers. Grief stricken and confused, Iris is
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convinced it all must be a huge misunderstanding. Why did Will lie about where he was going? And what else has he lied about?
As Iris sets off on a desperate quest to uncover what her husband was keeping from her, the answers she finds shock her to her
very core. Be sure to check out Three Days Missing, the next page-turning novel by Kimberly Belle.
An all-new collection of summer-themed mysteries from the master of the genre, just in time for the holiday season.
This carefully crafted ebook: "BRAVE NEW WORLD” is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents. Set in London in the year AF 632 (2540 AD) this political and dystopian science fiction novel, paints a chilling picture of a
consumerist society where being a misfit spells utter doom for a person. Here assisted reproductive technologies, mindless sex
and orgies, and guided rules for expressing of human emotions reduce relationships to mechanical farces. Written in 1931, the
novel is still relevant today and more so because, as Huxley mentioned in "Brave New World Revisited”, our real world is turning
into the world of the novel much faster than we originally thought! Aldous Huxley (1894–1963) was an English writer, novelist,
philosopher, humanist, pacifist, and satirist. He later became interested in spiritual subjects such as parapsychology and
philosophical mysticism. By the end of his life, Huxley was widely acknowledged as one of the pre-eminent intellectuals of his time.
He was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature in seven different years.

Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal compelled by visions, a highborn youth
condemned to military slavery, and a woman who is desperate to save her impoverished house.
Hollis Henry never intended to work for global marketing magnate Hubertus Bigend again. But now she’s broke, and
Bigend has just the thing to get her back in the game... Milgrim can disappear in almost any setting, and his Russian is
perfectly idiomatic—so much so that he spoke it with his therapist in the secret Swiss clinic where Bigend paid for him to
be cured of his addiction... Garreth doesn't owe Bigend a thing. But he does have friends from whom he can call in the
kinds of favors powerful people need when things go sideways... They all have something Bigend wants as he finds
himself outmaneuvered and adrift, after a Department of Defense contract for combat-wear turns out to be the gateway
drug for arms dealers so shadowy they can out-Bigend Bigend himself. “Zero History is [Gibson’s] best yet, a triumph of
science fiction as social criticism and adventure.”—BoingBoing.net
The definitive graphic novel adaptation of Dune, the groundbreaking science-fiction classic by Frank Herbert Dune, Frank
Herbert’s epic science-fiction masterpiece set in the far future amidst a sprawling feudal interstellar society, tells the
story of Paul Atreides as he and his family accept control of the desert planet Arrakis. A stunning blend of adventure and
mysticism, environmentalism, and politics, Dune is a powerful, fantastical tale that takes an unprecedented look into our
universe, and is transformed by the graphic novel format. In the first volume of a three-book trilogy encompassing the
original novel, Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson’s adaptation retains the story's integrity, and Raúl Allén and Patricia
Martín’s magnificent illustrations, along with cover art by Bill Sienkiewicz, bring the book to life for a new generation of
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readers.
Classic Science FictionSimon and Schuster
This collection of H. P. Lovecraft's work contains 71 stories by the master of weird fantasy and strange horror fiction. The
stories include well-known gems such as 'The Call of Cthulhu', 'The Dunwich Horror' and 'The Case of Charles Dexter
Ward' as well as lesser known works. The stories are in chronological order, thus allowing the reader to explore how
Lovecraft's work developed over the course of his writing career. It is the perfect introduction to the work of a writer who
has influenced countless authors who have followed in his wake, such as Stephen King.
The city of Lehigh, West Virginia, faces the insidious threat of a sadistic cult bent on eliminating all "unpretty" things in the
world. A bomb goes off at the Conklin Art Gallery, killing eight people associated with a unique Michelangelo exhibit
being shown there. The only person who may have seen the bomber is Hummingbird Collins, an aspiring artist who
works down the street from the gallery. But she soon starts receiving ominous cassette recordings of a rambling madman
who reveals his plan to rid the world of "unpretty" things. This madman -- known only as Number 26 -- leads a cult known
as the Michelangelus Movement, which has kidnapped and tortured people for use in their bizarre artistic experiments
over the past dozen years. When Hummingbird breaks her frightened silence, she enlists the help of Detective Buck
Barnes, her brother, and an old family friend, Ready Robinson, a former pro-football player who entered the priesthood
after ending his NFL career. But when Hummingbird is abducted by the cult, her friends must discover where she's been
taken before she becomes another addition to the leader's horrific replication of Michelangelo's masterpiece -- Last
Judgment.
From award-winning author Gareth L. Powell, the second book in the critically acclaimed Embers of War space opera
series. The former warship Trouble Dog and her crew follow a distress call from the human starship Lucy's Ghost, whose
crew have sought refuge aboard an abandoned generation ship launched ten thousand years before by an alien race.
However, the enormous vessel contains deadly secrets of its own. The Marble Armada calls for recovered war criminal
Ona Sudak to accompany its ships as it spreads itself across the Human Generality, enforcing the peace with
overwhelming and implacable force. Then Sudak's vessel intercepts messages from the House of Reclamation and
decides the Trouble Dog has a capacity for violence which cannot be allowed to endure. As the Trouble Dog and her
crew fight to save the crew of the Lucy's Ghost, the ship finds herself caught between chaotic alien monsters on one
side, and on the other, destruction at the hands of the Marble Armada.
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert planet
and adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his most unexpected destiny.
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Look for Pam Jenoff’s new novel, The Woman with the Blue Star, an unforgettable story of courage and friendship during wartime. A New
York Times bestseller! “Readers who enjoyed Kristin Hannah’s The Nightingale and Sara Gruen’s Water for Elephants will embrace this
novel. “ —Library Journal “Secrets, lies, treachery, and passion…. I read this novel in a headlong rush.” —Christina Baker Kline, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Orphan Train A powerful novel of friendship set in a traveling circus during World War II, The Orphan’s Tale
introduces two extraordinary women and their harrowing stories of sacrifice and survival. Sixteen-year-old Noa has been cast out in disgrace
after becoming pregnant by a Nazi soldier and being forced to give up her baby. She lives above a small rail station, which she cleans in
order to earn her keep… When Noa discovers a boxcar containing dozens of Jewish infants bound for a concentration camp, she is reminded
of the child that was taken from her. And in a moment that will change the course of her life, she snatches one of the babies and flees into the
snowy night. Noa finds refuge with a German circus, but she must learn the flying trapeze act so she can blend in undetected, spurning the
resentment of the lead aerialist, Astrid. At first rivals, Noa and Astrid soon forge a powerful bond. But as the facade that protects them proves
increasingly tenuous, Noa and Astrid must decide whether their friendship is enough to save one another—or if the secrets that burn between
them will destroy everything. Don't Miss Pam Jenoff's new novel, The Woman with the Blue Star, a riveting tale of unfathomable sacrifice and
unlikely friendship during World War II. Read these other sweeping epics from New York Times bestselling author Pam Jenoff. The Lost Girls
of Paris The Ambassador’s Daughter The Diplomat’s Wife The Kommandant’s Girl The Last Summer at Chelsea Beach The Winter Guest
Strange things are happening in the seemingly peaceful and prosperous farm community of Santaroga, a place where no one ever moves out
of town, there is no juvenile delinquency or crime, and no cheese, wine, beer, or produce from the outside can be sold. Reprint.
The Presences mean something different to each of Jubal's colonists. In some, these towering crystals inspire awe, in others fear. A small
band must break through the long silence between humanity and the Presences to strike a new alliance-and bring about the end of a
tyrannical dynasty.
A New World in Embryo Public Law 10927 was clear and direct. Parents were permitted to watch the genetic alterations of their gametes by
skilled surgeons . . . only no one ever requested it. When Lizbeth and Harvey Durant decided to invoke the Law; when Dr. Potter did not
rearrange the most unusual genetic structure of their future son, barely an embryo growing in the State's special vat-the consequences of
these decisions threatened to be catastrophic. For never before had anyone dared defy the Rulers' decrees . . . and if They found out, it was
well known that the price of disobedience was the extermination of the human race . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Newt has been to hell and back with his friends. The Glade. The Maze. The Scorch. The inner halls of WICKED. But now he has a burden
that can’t be shared with Thomas and the others—the Flare. And Newt can’t bear the thought of his friends watching him descend into
madness as he succumbs to the virus. Leaving only a note, Newt departs the Berg before the Gladers return from their mission into Denver,
Colorado. From there, he experiences the gritty nightmare of life on the streets, running from the infected and those hunting them, until he
ends up in the Crank Palace, the last dumping ground of those without hope. Although Newt thought he was running away from his friends to
save them from himself, along the way he meets a young mother named Keisha and her son, Dante, who end up saving Newt in a way he
could never have imagined. Taking place during the latter events of The Death Cure, Crank Palace tells the story of Newt like never before,
from inside his own mind, as he searches for meaning in a life gone horribly wrong. He will try to fulfill a new-found destiny before his path
leads to its inevitable conclusion—and one last meeting with his best friend.
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Cameron Fenton participates in a parapsychology study, using an experimental drug. Instead of increasing his ESP, it causes him to leave
his his body and enter other worlds. But are they real, or do they exist only in his mind? And if they are real, will he ever be able to get anyone
in his world to believe him?
Heartbroken and hoping for a new start, Abi Howes takes a summer job in rural France at the Château Bellevue. The old château echoes
with voices from the past, and soon Abi finds herself drawn to one remarkable woman's story, a story that could change the course of her
summer--and her life. In 1938, Eliane Martin tends beehives in the garden of the beautiful Château Bellevue. In its shadow she meets
Mathieu Dubosq and falls in love for the first time, daring to hope that a happy future awaits. But France's eastern border is darkening under
the clouds of war, and history has other plans for Eliane... When she is separated from Mathieu in the chaos of German occupation, Eliane
makes the dangerous decision to join the Resistance and fight for France's liberty. But with no end to the war in sight, her loyalty to Mathieu
is severely tested. From the bestselling author of Sea of Memories comes the story of two remarkable women, generations apart, who must
use adversity to their advantage and find the resilience deep within.
Years before they served together on board the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM, Commander William Riker and ship's counselor Deanna Troi had a
tempestuous love affair on her home planet of Betazed. Now, their passions have cooled and they serve together as friends. Yet the
memories of that time linger and Riker and Troi remain Imzadi- a powerful Betazoid term that describes the enduring bond they still share.
During delicate negotiations with an aggressive race called the Sindareen Deanna Troi mysteriously falls ill and dies. But her death is only the
beginning of the adventure for Commander Riker, an adventure that will take him across time, pit him against one of his closest friends, and
force him to choose between Starfleet's strictest rule and the one he calls Imzadi.
A New York Times Bestseller “Fraught with danger, filled with mystery, and meticulously researched, The Lost Girls of Paris is a fascinating
tale of the hidden women who helped to win the war.” —Lisa Wingate, New York Times bestselling author of Before We Were Yours From the
author of the runaway bestseller The Orphan’s Tale comes a remarkable story of friendship and courage centered around three women and
a ring of female secret agents during World War II. 1946, Manhattan One morning while passing through Grand Central Terminal on her way
to work, Grace Healey finds an abandoned suitcase tucked beneath a bench. Unable to resist her own curiosity, Grace opens the suitcase,
where she discovers a dozen photographs—each of a different woman. In a moment of impulse, Grace takes the photographs and quickly
leaves the station. Grace soon learns that the suitcase belonged to a woman named Eleanor Trigg, leader of a network of female secret
agents who were deployed out of London during the war. Twelve of these women were sent to Occupied Europe as couriers and radio
operators to aid the resistance, but they never returned home, their fates a mystery. Setting out to learn the truth behind the women in the
photographs, Grace finds herself drawn to a young mother turned agent named Marie, whose daring mission overseas reveals a remarkable
story of friendship, valor and betrayal. Vividly rendered and inspired by true events, New York Times bestselling author Pam Jenoff shines a
light on the incredible heroics of the brave women of the war and weaves a mesmerizing tale of courage, sisterhood and the great strength of
women to survive in the hardest of circumstances. A Cosmopolitan Best Book Club Book, PopSugar Must-Read, and Glamour Best of 2019
“An intriguing mystery and a captivating heroine make The Lost Girls of Paris a read to savor!” —Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling
author of The Alice Network Look for Pam Jenoff’s new novel, The Woman with the Blue Star, an unforgettable story of courage and
friendship during wartime. Read these other sweeping epics from New York Times bestselling author Pam Jenoff. The Orphan’s Tale The
Ambassador’s Daughter The Diplomat’s Wife The Kommandant’s Girl The Last Summer at Chelsea Beach The Winter Guest
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A brand new Courtney Series novel by bestselling author, Wilbur Smith. 1754. Inseparable since birth and growing up in India, Theo and
Connie Courtney are torn apart by the tragic death of their parents. Theo, wracked with guilt, strikes a solitary path through life. Haunted by
the spirits of lovers and family members, he is determined to atone for his mistakes. He seeks salvation in combat and conflict, joining the
British in the war against the French and Indian army. Believing herself abandoned by her brother, and abused and brutalised by a series of
corrupt guardians, Connie vows never to let any man own her. Instead, she uses her beauty to manipulate her way to France, where she is
welcomed into high society. But Connie once again finds herself at the mercy of vicious men, whose appetite for war and glory lead her to the
frontlines of the French battlefield in North America. As the siblings find their destinies converging once more, they realise that the vengeance
and redemption they both desperately seek could cost them their lives . . . An epic story of tragedy, loss, betrayal and courage that brings the
reader deep into the seething heart of the French Indian War.
A collection of short fiction by the best-selling author of Dune explores the theme of the human response--societies and individuals alike--to
changing or threatening environments.
In this Hugo Award–winning alternative history classic—the basis for the Amazon Original series—the United States lost World War II and was
subsequently divided between the Germans in the East and the Japanese in the West. It’s America in 1962. Slavery is legal once again. The
few Jews who still survive hide under assumed names. In this world, we meet characters like Frank Frink, a dealer of counterfeit Americana
who is himself hiding his Jewish ancestry; Nobusuke Tagomi, the Japanese trade minister in San Francisco, unsure of his standing within the
bureaucracy and Japan's with Germany; and Juliana Frink, Frank's ex-wife, who may be more important than she realizes. These seemingly
disparate characters gradually realize their connections to each other just as they realize that something is not quite right about their world.
And it seems as though the answers might lie with Hawthorne Abendsen, a mysterious and reclusive author, whose best-selling novel
describes a world in which the US won the War... The Man in the High Castle is Dick at his best, giving readers a harrowing vision of the
world that almost was. “The single most resonant and carefully imagined book of Dick’s career.” —New York Times
In this unique study, Serena Ferrara examines the revolutionary impact of the Steadicam on filmmaking. The Steadicam has freed-up the
camera operator to follow a film's movement, wherever it is happening. Serena Ferrara explains the principles by which the Steadicam is
operated and the impact it has on filmmaking, including the effects it can produce on screen, on a film's narrative, on its audience, and on the
director's creativity. Also featured are interviews with movie industry professionals, in which a variety of views of the Steadicam are presented
in an open discussion. Interviewees include: Garrett Brown Giuseppe Rotunno John Carpenter Mario Orfini Larry McConkey Nicola Pecorini
Haskell Wexler Ed DiGiulio Vittorio Storaro Caroline Goodall Anyone involved in, or fascinated by, the process of filmmaking with find this an
enlightening and inspirational study.
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